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MEDIA ADVISORY
CAPAC CHAIR JUDY CHU JOINS ADVOCATE HELEN ZIA TO LAUNCH VINCENT CHIN INSTITUTE AND RELEASE VINCENT CHIN LEGACY GUIDE TO FIGHT HATE IN SOLIDARITY

WHAT: Rep. Judy Chu (CA-28), Chair of the Congressional Asian Pacific American Caucus (CAPAC), joins advocate and author Helen Zia to launch the Vincent Chin Institute, a national network of Asian Pacific American organizers to end anti-Asian hate and release the second edition of the Vincent Chin Legacy Guide, a partnership with Smithsonian Asian Pacific American Center that will be released in eight languages: Arabic, Bengali, Chinese-Simplified, Chinese-Traditional, English, Korean, Vietnamese and Spanish.

The Vincent Chin Institute national network will advance solidarity, education and narrative change to end hate and empower underserved communities across the United States.


WHO: • Rep. Judy Chu (CA-28), Chair, CAPAC
• Helen Zia, Journalist; Founder, Vincent Chin Institute; Executor of Vincent and Lily Chin Estate
• Monique M. Chism, Under Secretary for Education, Smithsonian
• Yao-Fen You, Acting Director, Asian Pacific American Center
• Additional speakers may be added to programming

WHEN: Wednesday, April 26, 2023
11:00 a.m. – 11:45 a.m.

WHERE: House Triangle – U.S. Capitol
House side of the Capitol’s East Front
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